The Adele and Louis Osherson Fellowships
~ A Week of Study in Santa Barbara, California ~

The Alonso Center seeks inquiring individuals interested in understanding how psychodynamic theory and technique can enrich their future work. Fellowship applicants may include: clinical social workers, pastoral counselors, educators, non-clinical doctorates, lawyers, visual artists, and journalists and writers, among others. The purpose is to provide an opportunity to study psychoanalytic theory and practice with leading scholars and to participate in the Fielding School of Psychology’s learning community.

Fellows participate in a week of intensive study during Fielding Graduate University’s Winter National Session held January 13th thru January 18th, 2020, in Santa Barbara, California. They will attend psychoanalytic seminars and workshops taught by the Psychoanalytic faculty. Opportunities to spend time with Fielding students and faculty as well as to attend case conferences and scholarly presentations will be available. Fellows will receive room, board and full tuition scholarships.

Fielding Graduate University, a nationally–known, accredited graduate university, is renowned for its innovative contributions to academic research, lifelong learning, and social justice. The Alonso Center is committed to supporting psychodynamic theory, research and clinical work to deepen people’s awareness of themselves and the world.

To Apply

Self-nominations are encouraged. Applicants are required to have:
• At least 10 years of professional experience;
• A graduate degree; and
• A demonstrated interest in and desire to contribute to psychodynamic work.

The Application deadline is September 12, 2019 for the 2020 Session. Fellowship awards will be announced on October 10, 2019.

To apply, please send:
• Curriculum Vitae;
• A written statement of purpose of no more than 1500 words showing how the applicant’s interest in psychodynamic theory and technique has developed and how that interest might be applied in the applicant’s future work; and
• Two letters of recommendation.

For questions and to submit application materials by email or U.S. mail to:

Elena Nicklasson, Giving@Fielding.edu

Fielding Graduate University
2020 De la Vina Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93105-3814

Web: https://www.fielding.edu/our-programscenters-initiatives/alonso-center-for-psychodynamic-studies